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Quantum quenches

Definition: a change in time of the parameter(s) that governs the 
dynamics of an isolated quantum system. 

isolated quantum system: no coupling with the environment → 
unitary time-evolution

sudden, adiabatic, or more general: linear ramps,…

parameter(s): coupling constants, external fields, confinement,…

Quench!
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Thermalization in isolated quantum systems

Does an isolated quantum system thermalize?

A

B
What happens in integrable systems?

thermal density matrix                     , with      
fixed by

thermalization if 

reduced density matrix

GGE “thermalization”

Generalized Gibbs Ensemble (GGE)                                    , 
with        fixed by

Rigol et al., PRL (2007)

Polkovnikov et al., RMP (2011)
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Quench in a open boundaries LL

transient
initial 
GS ES

Cazalilla, PRL (2006); Dóra et. al, PRL (2011)

(bosonized) Hamiltonian

Average particle density  (                                      )                            
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Density in a standard 1D LL with OBC
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Density in a quenched 1D LL with OBC
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Light cones dynamics — sudden quench

Focus on  
 
over one period. 

Sudden quench: a LC perturbation emerges at the boundaries 
and moves ballistically at velocity  

Analytically
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Light cones dynamics — finite duration quench

On-ramp: LC1 emerges at the boundaries

Adiabatic quench      
(                             )
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Light cones dynamics — finite duration quench

Post-quench: LC2 emerges at the boundaries, LC1 goes on 
with velocity 

On-ramp: LC1 emerges at the boundaries

Adiabatic quench      
(                             )
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Light cones dynamics — finite duration quench

Post-quench: LC2 emerges at the boundaries, LC1 goes on 
with velocity 

On-ramp: LC1 emerges at the boundaries

LCs move with the 
instantaneous 

bosonic velocity

LCs move with the 
instantaneous 

bosonic velocity

Adiabatic quench      
(                             )
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Interference between light cones
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Conclusions

Density in a 
quenched LL 

with OBCballistic 
propagation

“destructive 
interference” GGE as “zeroth order”

collapse on 
the final GS

adiabatic 
quenches

faster approach

no thermalization

recurrence time

no relaxation to final GSLC
 perturbations
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Thermalization

thermal

relaxation thermalization

12
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Light-cone spreading of correlations

Short-range interactions → 
Lieb-Robinson bound

How fast “information” can spread 
in CM systems?

space

timeRel. QFT → information propagation 
bounded by c → light-cone effect

Cheneau et al., Nature (2012)

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature10748

Light-cone-like spreading of correlations in a
quantum many-body system
Marc Cheneau1, Peter Barmettler2, Dario Poletti2, Manuel Endres1, Peter Schauß1, Takeshi Fukuhara1, Christian Gross1,
Immanuel Bloch1,3, Corinna Kollath2,4 & Stefan Kuhr1,5

In relativistic quantum field theory, information propagation is
bounded by the speed of light. No such limit exists in the non-
relativistic case, although in real physical systems, short-range
interactions may be expected to restrict the propagation of
information to finite velocities. The question of how fast correla-
tions can spread in quantum many-body systems has been long
studied1. The existence of a maximal velocity, known as the Lieb–
Robinson bound, has been shown theoretically to exist in several
interacting many-body systems (for example, spins on a lattice2–5)—
such systems can be regarded as exhibiting an effective light cone that
bounds the propagation speed of correlations. The existence of
such a ‘speed of light’ has profound implications for condensed
matter physics and quantum information, but has not been observed
experimentally. Here we report the time-resolved detection of
propagating correlations in an interacting quantum many-body
system. By quenching a one-dimensional quantum gas in an optical
lattice, we reveal how quasiparticle pairs transport correlations with
a finite velocity across the system, resulting in an effective light
cone for the quantum dynamics. Our results open perspectives for
understanding the relaxation of closed quantum systems far from
equilibrium6, and for engineering the efficient quantum channels
necessary for fast quantum computations7.

Lieb–Robinson bounds have already found a number of fundamental
applications8,9. For example, they enable a rigorous proof of a long-
standing conjecture that linked the presence of a spectral gap in a lattice
system to the exponential decay of correlations in the ground state10,11.
They also provide fundamental scaling laws for entanglement entropy,
which is an indicator of the computational cost of simulating strongly
interacting systems12. Despite intensive theoretical work, the extent to
which Lieb–Robinson bounds for interacting spins on a lattice2–5 can be
generalized remains however an open question13–16.

In the context of quantum many-body systems, the existence of a
Lieb–Robinson bound can be probed by recording the dynamics fol-
lowing a sudden parameter change (a quench) in the Hamiltonian. In
that case, a simple picture has been suggested: quantum-entangled
quasiparticles emerge from the initially highly excited state and
propagate ballistically3, carrying correlations across the system.
Ultracold atomic gases offer an ideal test bed for exploring such
quantum dynamics owing to their almost perfect decoupling from
the environment and their fast tunability17. In addition, the recently
demonstrated technique of single-site imaging in an optical lattice18,19

offers the resolution and sensitivity necessary to reveal the dynamical
evolution of a many-body system at the single-particle level.

Our system consists of ultracold bosonic atoms in an optical lattice
and is well described by the Bose–Hubbard model20,21. This model is
parameterized by two energy scales: the on-site interaction, U, and the
tunnel coupling between adjacent sites, J. Driven by the competition of
these two parameters, a quantum phase transition between a super-
fluid and a Mott-insulating phase occurs in homogeneous systems
where each lattice site is filled by an integer number of atoms, !n. In

the one-dimensional geometry considered here, the critical point of
this transition is located at (U/J)c < 3.4 (ref. 22). We observed the time
evolution of spatial correlations after a fast decrease of the effective
interaction strength U/J, from an initial value deep in the Mott-
insulating regime, with filling !n~1, to a final value closer to the critical
point (Fig. 1a). After such a quench, the initial many-body state jY0æ is
highly excited and acts as a source of quasiparticles. In order to
elucidate the nature and the dynamics of these quasiparticles, we have
developed an analytical model in which the occupancy of each lattice
site is restricted to n 5 0, 1 or 2 (Supplementary Information). For
large interaction strengths, the quasiparticles consist of either an excess
particle (‘doublon’) or a hole (‘holon’) on top of the unity-filling back-
ground. The quasiparticles inherit the bosonic nature of the atoms, but
they can be turned into fermions (fermionized) using a Jordan–
Wigner transformation. This allows us to partially eliminate the
non-physical states in which a lattice site would be occupied by two
quasiparticles. To first order in J/U, we then find that the many-body
state at time t after the quench reads:

y tð Þj i< y0j izi
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Figure 1 | Spreading of correlations in a quenched atomic Mott insulator.
a, A one-dimensional ultracold gas of bosonic atoms (black balls) in an optical
lattice is initially prepared deep in the Mott-insulating phase with unity filling.
The lattice depth is then abruptly lowered (arrow at right), bringing the system
out of equilibrium. b, Following the quench, entangled quasiparticle pairs
emerge at all sites. Each of these pairs consists of a doublon and a holon (red and
blue ball, respectively; see key at right) on top of the unity-filling background
that propagate ballistically in opposite directions. It follows that a correlation in
the parity of the site occupancy builds up at time t between any pair of sites
separated by a distance d 5 vt, where v is the relative velocity of the doublons
and holons.
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Quench in ultracold atomic gases

The operators d̂{
k and ĥ{

{k create a doublon with momentum k and
energy ed(k), and a holon with momentum –k and energy eh(2k),
respectively. k belongs to the first Brillouin zone and alat is the lattice
period. Quasiparticles thus emerge at any site in the form of entangled
pairs, consisting of a doublon and a holon with opposite momenta.
Some of these pairs are bound on nearest-neighbour sites while the
others form wave packets, owing to their peaked momentum distri-
bution. The wave packets propagate in opposite directions with a
relative group velocity v determined by the dispersion relation ed(k) 1
eh(2k) (Fig. 1b). The propagation of quasiparticle pairs is reflected in
the two-point parity correlation functions23:

Cd tð Þ~ ŝj tð Þ̂sjzd tð Þ
! "

{ ŝj tð Þ
! "

ŝjzd tð Þ
! "

ð2Þ
where j generally labels the lattice sites and d denotes the distance

between the two sites considered. The operator ŝj tð Þ~eip n̂j tð Þ{!n½ $ mea-
sures the parity of the occupation number n̂j tð Þ. It yields 11 in the
absence of quasiparticles (odd occupancy) and 21 if a quasiparticle is
present (even occupancy). Because the initial state is close to a Fock
state with one atom per lattice site, we expect Cd(t 5 0) < 0. After the
quench, the propagation of quasiparticle pairs with relative velocity v
results in a positive correlation between any pair of sites separated by a
distance d 5 vt.

The experimental sequence started with the preparation of a two-
dimensional degenerate gas of 87Rb confined in a single antinode of a
vertical optical lattice19,23 (z axis, alat 5 532 nm). The system was then
divided into about 10 decoupled one-dimensional chains by adding a
second optical lattice along the y axis and by setting both lattice depths
to 20.0(5) Er (the number in parenthesis denotes the uncertainty of the
last digit; see Methods), where Er~ 2pBð Þ2= 8ma2

lat

# $
is the recoil

energy of the lattice and m the atomic mass of 87Rb. The effective
interaction strength along the chains was tuned via a third optical
lattice along the x axis. The number of atoms per chain ranged between
10 and 18, resulting in a lattice filling !n~1 in the Mott-insulating
domain. The initial state was prepared by adiabatically increasing
the x-lattice depth until the interaction strength reached a value of
(U/J)0 5 40(2). At this point, we measured the temperature to be
T < 0.1U/kB (kB is the Boltzmann constant) following the method
described in ref. 19. We then brought the system out of equilibrium
by lowering the lattice depth, typically within 100ms, which is fast
compared to the inverse tunnel coupling B/J, but still adiabatic with
respect to transitions to higher Bloch bands. The final lattice depths
were in the Mott-insulating regime, close to the critical point. After a
variable evolution time, we ‘froze’ the density distribution of the many-
body state by rapidly raising the lattice depth in all directions to ,80
Er. Finally, the atoms were detected by fluorescence imaging using a
microscope objective with a resolution of the order of the lattice spacing
and a reconstruction algorithm extracted the occupation number at
each lattice site19. Because inelastic light-assisted collisions during the
imaging led to a rapid loss of atom pairs, we directly detected the parity
of the occupation number.

Our experimental results for the time evolution of the two-point
parity correlations after a quench to U/J 5 9.0(3) show a clear positive
signal propagating with increasing time to larger distances d (Fig. 2). In
addition, the propagation velocity of the correlation signal is constant
over the range 2 # d # 6 (Fig. 2 inset), demonstrating that the correla-
tions spread along an effective light cone. We also found similar
dynamics for quenches to U/J 5 5.0(2) and 7.0(3) (Supplementary
Fig. 1). We note that the observed signal cannot be attributed to a
simple density wave because such an excitation would result in

ŝĵsjzd
! "

~ ŝj
! "

ŝjzd
! "

. We compared the experimental results to
numerical simulations of an infinite, homogeneous system at T 5 0
using the adaptive time-dependent density matrix renormalization
group algorithm24,25. In the simulation, the initial and final interaction
strengths were fixed at the experimentally determined values and the
quench was considered to be instantaneous, at t 5 0. We found

remarkable agreement between the experiment and theory over all
explored distances and times, despite the finite temperature and the
harmonic confinement with frequency n 5 68(1) Hz that characterize
the experimental system. The observed dynamics is also qualitatively
reproduced by our analytical model for U/J 5 9.0. For lower values of
U/J, however, the model breaks down owing to the increasing number of
quasiparticles.

We extracted the propagation velocity v from the time of the cor-
relation peak as a function of the distance d (Fig. 3a). A linear fit
restricted to 2 # d # 6 yields vB/(Jalat) 5 5.0(2), 5.6(5) and 5.0(2) for
U/J 5 5.0(2), 7.0(3) and 9.0(3), respectively. The points for d 5 1 were
excluded from the fit, as they result from the interference between
propagating and bound quasiparticle pairs (see equation (1)). A com-
parison of the experimental velocities with those obtained from
numerical simulations (Fig. 3b) shows agreement within the error bars.
The measured velocities can also be compared with two limiting cases:
on the one hand, they are significantly larger than the spreading
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Figure 2 | Time evolution of the two-point parity correlations. After the
quench, a positive correlation signal propagates with increasing time to larger
distances. Main figure, the experimental values for a quench from U/J 5 40 to
U/J 5 9.0 (open circles) are in good agreement with the corresponding
numerical simulation for an infinite, homogeneous system at zero temperature
(continuous green line). Our analytical model (dashed black line) also
qualitatively reproduces the observed dynamics. Inset, experimental data
displayed as a colour map (colour scale at right), revealing the propagation of
the correlation signal with a well defined velocity. The experimental values
result from the average over the central N sites of more than 1,000 chains, where
N equals 80% of the length of each chain. Error bars, s.d.
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entangled quasiparticles

; Calabrese et al., PRL (2006)
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Where are the LCs?

Sudden quench

 transient
 post-quench

Adiabatic quench (                             )
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Approach to GGE

How the GGE is approached?

overlap
max distance

adiabatic regime

Average over 
 a period
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Approach to final envelope

How the GGE is approached?
Is the final envelope approached by the GGE envelope?


